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SUMMARY
Micro-evolutionary studies, such as those of Darwin’s finches (Geospizinae), have been used as indicators of rates
of evolution under natural selection. Today however, such studies may be compromised by unnatural selection.
Recently introduced infectious and parasitic agents in Galapagos may hamper our ability to monitor natural
evolutionary change in endemic birds, by modifying such change. The opportunity to study natural selection in its
iconic site may thus be lost, due to these and other forms of human environmental alteration, which may be replacing
non-anthropogenic factors as the principal driver of evolution. To ensure that natural selection continues to shape
the biota of Galapagos, anthropogenic impacts including introduced diseases must be managed effectively.
RESUMEN
Selección innatural en Galápagos: la influencia de las enfermedades en los pinzones de Darwin (Geospizinae). Los
estudios sobre micro-evolución, tales como los de los pinzones de Darwin (Geospizinae), han sido usados como indice
de evolución bajo selección natural. Sin embargo, ahora dichos estudios podrían estar comprometidos por la selección
innatural. Agentes infecciosos y parasíticos introducidos recientemente en Galápagos pueden estar afectando nuestra
habilidad para monitorear el cambio natural evolutivo en aves endémicas al modificar este proceso. La oportunidad
para estudiar la selección natural en este sitio icónico podría perderse debido a esta y otras formas de impacto
medioambiental humano, las cuales pueden estar reemplazando los factores no-antropogénicos como motor principal de la evolución. Para asegurar que la selección natural continue moldeando la biota de Galápagos, los impactos
antropogénicos incluyendo las enfermedades introducidas deben ser manejados eficazmente.

The Galapagos Islands were instrumental to Charles
Darwin’s formulation of the theory of evolution by natural
selection. Darwin’s 1835 visit and his subsequent
publication (Darwin 1859) mark the beginning of scientific
fascination with the archipelago, which remains the
world’s laboratory of natural selection. In light of the
many recent anthropogenic impacts on the Galapagos,
we ask whether “natural” selection continues to shape
evolutionary change on this archipelago laboratory or
whether, with the escalating anthropogenic changes that
include the arrival of invasive parasites and pathogens
(Causton et al. 2006, Parker et al. 2006, Deem et al. 2008,
Bataille et al. 2009), “unnatural” selection is now the major
evolutionary force there. Here we define unnatural
selection as the process whereby anthropogenic (humaninduced) environmental changes dictate which organisms
are best adapted to survive and transmit their genetic
characteristics to succeeding generations (Palumbi 2001,
Darimont et al. 2009, Stenseth & Dunlop 2009). Unnatural
selection contrasts with natural selection only in that the
selective pressures are anthropogenic , while the mechanisms of selection remain similar.

Located in the Pacific Ocean 1000 km from South
America, Galapagos has yet to suffer mass anthropogenic
extinctions, with an estimated 95 % of its biota extant
(Gibbs et al. 1999). In Galapagos, scientists record evolutionary changes on macro and micro scales, the latter
exemplified by the studies of Darwin’s finches (Geospizinae:
summarized in Grant 1999, Grant & Grant 2008) that have
been used as indicators of rates of change under natural
selection (e.g. Stenseth & Dunlop 2009). Today however,
rather than providing evidence for evolution by natural
selection, many of these studies may be compromised by
unnatural selection. For example, unnatural selection can
be seen in the beak diversification of the Medium Ground
Finch Geospiza fortis, caused by novel food sources in a
human-dominated area (Hendry et al. 2006), where a
population of historically bimodal beak size was modified
to one with unimodal beak size, while bimodality was
maintained in an area relatively free of human influence.
The unusually strong selection pressure from anthropogenic
change may render adaptation easier to study than when
evolution is driven by non-anthropogenic, usually more
gradual and often stabilising, selection. If natural selection
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is being overshadowed by unnatural selection even on
Galapagos, the chances that evolution in the absence of
anthropogenic selection is still occurring elsewhere in
terrestrial ecosystems must be slight.
Species are prone to behaving in ways that are not
adaptive when an environment changes suddenly, such
as with the arrival of an introduced pathogen, because their
behaviour is adapted to the previous evolutionary
environment (Schlaepfer et al. 2002) and does not cover all
anthropogenic contingencies. For example, in the absence
of a particular parasite, birds may nest in ways that make
them vulnerable to that parasite, should it be introduced,
although their nesting behaviour may have been shaped
by other parasites with which they have shared a long
history (Loye & Carroll 1998). Unnatural selection has been
recorded around the globe, associated with a variety of
human activities including over-harvesting (Sasaki et al.
2008, Stenseth & Rouyer 2008, Darimont et al 2009),
introduced predators (Blackburn et al. 2004), and use of
pesticides and drugs stimulating resistance in insects
and pathogens (Palumbi 2001). Indeed, the ultimate
current anthropogenic driver of evolution may be
climate change (Bradshaw & Holzapfel 2006). Humans
are changing the world at an unprecedented rate,
modifying phenotypic traits in surviving organisms.
Even in Galapagos, introduced parasites and pathogens (Wikelski et al. 2004, Parker et al. 2006, Deem et al.
2008) are influencing evolution and shaping populations,
as elsewhere (Strayer et al. 2006). As one example, the
environmental changes (e.g. feeding stations, fresh water)
that cause Medium Ground Finches to aggregate in the
town of Puerto Ayora, and which resulted in beak
modifications on a population scale (Hendry et al. 2006),
will most likely also increase transmission of densitydependent pathogens. Darwin’s finches may select
human-populated areas since they provide benefits over
more natural habitats (e.g. easily available food and water).
However, the finches may be unable to avoid the introduced
disease vectors (e.g. Culex quinquefasciatus) and pathogens
that are more common in areas with fresh water (Whiteman

et al. 2005), or that are more likely to spread through a
more aggregated population (e.g. avian poxvirus: Riper et
al. 2002), and which thus influence their evolution.
Two recently introduced species in Galapagos, the
parasitic fly Philornis downsi (Fessl & Tebbich 2002) and
avian poxvirus (Thiel et al. 2005), cause mortality in
endemic birds (Vargas 1987, Huber 2008). They also cause
deformities of the nares and beak (Fessl et al. 2006, Riper
& Forrester 2007) (Figs 1 & 2), hampering our ability to
monitor evolutionary change in these morphological
features. Further, a study on the fitness cost of avian pox
for Darwin’s finches on four islands found that males
with pox-like lesions were significantly less likely to be
pair-bonded than those without lesions (Kleindorfer &
Dudaniec 2006) and thus less likely to pass their genes to
succeeding generations (though other possible causes of
lesions exist, such as trauma, bacterial or fungal infections:
Riper & Forrester 2007). Another study of the Medium
Ground Finch found that nestlings parasitized by P. downsi
had smaller beak depths compared to unparasitized
nestlings (Huber 2008). Surviving parasitized nestlings
probably also have reduced fitness, based on their lower
haemoglobin content and beak deformities (Dudaniec et
al. 2006, Fessl et al. 2006). Therefore, Medium Ground
Finches with larger beak depth may have an adaptive
advantage when under pressure from these parasites.
Alternatively, it is possible that nestlings surviving P.
downsi infestations grow less (including their beaks) than
they would have without parasites due to the reallocation
of resources to fighting the infection: this would result in
a phenotypic change without genotypic selection for beak
size. These examples suggest a need for long-term studies
of the impacts of invasive pathogens on the evolution of
Darwin’s finches and other taxa.
In 2009, a year of Darwin anniversaries, it appears
that the opportunity to study natural selection in its
iconic site (Boag & Grant 1981, Grant & Grant 1989) may
soon be lost, due to unnatural selection by invasive
pathogens and parasites, and other forms of human
environmental alteration. Such anthropogenic selection

Figure 1. An adult male Common Cactus Finch Geospiza scandens
with deformity to the beak and nare caused by Philornis downsi.

Figure 2. An adult Woodpecker Finch Cactospiza pallida with
avian pox lesions on dorsal mandible and lower eyelid.
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may overshadow, confound and ultimately replace nonanthropogenic factors as the principal driver of
evolution. To prevent further degradation of natural
selection, global concern for the conservation of Galapagos
ecosystems must be translated into effective management
of anthropogenic impacts, including introduced diseases.
Preventing the arrival of more parasites and pathogens
to the islands, and mitigating the impacts of those
already introduced, are imperative to ensure that natural
selection continue to shape the biota of Galapagos.
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